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Abstract
We present two new domain decomposition solvers in
the context of conforming spectral element discretizations.
The first is a domain decompositionsolverfor the discrete
steady convection-diffusion
equation,while the secondis a
domaindecompositionsolverfor the discretesteadyStokes
or Navier-Stokes equations. The solution algorithms are

element method is very similar to the p-type finite element method, but with a particular emphasis on tensorproduct forms: tensor-productnodal bases,tensor-product
Gauss quadratures, and tensor-product sum-factorization
techniquesfor efficient matrix-vector product evaluations

[3s,32].

The solution of the resulting set of algebraic equations
poses a special challenge for high-order methods due to
both based on the additive Schwarz method in the context
the long-rangecouplingsand the severeconditioning asof nonoverlappingsubdomains. The key ingredients are: sociated with these methods. Direct methods are very
(i) a coarseglobalsystem;(ii) a setof local,independent computer intensive and therefore rarely practical, espesubproblemsassociatedwith the subdomains(or spectral cially when consideringgeneral three-dimensionalgeomeelements):(iii) a systemassociated
with the unknownson tries and general elemental decompositions. An iterative
the subdomaininterfaces;and (iv) a Krylov methodsuch approachseemsto be the only viable alternative for such
as the CG algorithm or the GMRES algorithm. We present problems.
numerical results that demonstrate the convergencepropFor the steady Stokesproblem, a popular approach has
erties of the new solvers,as well as the applicability of the
beento usea formof the Uzawaprocedure[26,27, 31]. The
methods to solve heat transfer and incompressiblefluid attractive side of this approachis that it decouplesa sadflow problems.
dle probleminto two symmetric,positive (semi)-definite
forms, one for the pressureand one for the velocity. The
Key words: spectral element, domain decomposition, solution can thus be obtained by solving a seriesof elliptic
additive Schwarz,convection-diffusion,Navier-Stokes. problems, with each elliptic problem solved with a standard conjugategradient like method.
AMS subject classifications.' 76D05, 65N30, 65N35,
For the steady convection-diffusionproblem. the pres65N55.
ence of the nonsymmetric convection term has prevented
an efficientiterative solution of the discrete, steady equaI
Introduction
tions in the past. The most popular approach for spectral element discretizations has been to solve an unsteady
In this paper we shall discussthe solution of the steady problem, and integrate theseequationsuntil a steady state
convection-diffusionequation as well as the solution of the has been reached[32, 33]. Followingsuchan approach,
steady, incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations. In terms the nonsymmetric convectionterm is typically treated exof spatial discretization,our primary focuswill be the use plicitly, while the symmetric diffusion term is treated imof conforming
spectralelements[39,32],however,
the gen- plicitly, thus avoiding a linear system of equationswith a
eral framework should also apply to the p- or h-p- type nonsymmetric matrix. A similar approach has also been
finite elementmethod[5, 3, 4, 18, 37, 36]. The spectral applied for solvingthe steady Navier-Stokesequations.
Iterative techniquesfor nonsymmetricproblems,suchas
'Nektonics, Inc., 875 Main St., Cambridge, MA 02139

the GMRES algorithm[46],has earlierbeenusedin the
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context of solvingthe fully coupled,discreteNavier-Stokes
equations. However, the availability of good preconditioners is still very limited. In the context of low-order finite
element discretizations, the most common precondition-
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ersare eitherbasedupona diagonalscaling[50],or some wheref is the givendata and u is the solution. In deriving
form of element-by-element
preconditioning
[51, 42]. In the set of discrete equations we shall assume that • is a
the contextof high-orderfinite element/spectralelement two-dimensionaldomain. This assumptionsimplifiesthe
discretizations, even less progresshas been made in terms
of constructing efficient preconditioners.
The work we present in this paper is an attempt to address this deficiency. The algorithms we proposeare inspired by recent progressin domain decompositiontechniques, in particular, iterative substructuring techniques

[8, 10, 11, 21]. Althoughan impressive
development
has
takenplaceoverthe pastfew years[35,47, 22, 20, 30], includingnonsymmetric
problems
[53,14, 15],onlyverylimited results seemto have been reported in the area of solv-

ing Stokesand Navier-Stokes
problems[9]. Althoughour

definition and discussionof the spectral element method,
and is used for reasonsof exposition only. Fully threedimensional

(3)

a(u, v) = re)

where the bilinear

w • 12,

form a ß 12 x 12 -• R and the linear form

f ß12-• R are defined as

gencerate (at leastnot yet), we believethat they nonethe- (4)

that is, we shall use what is also referred to as an iterative

later.

lem (1)-(2): Find u • 12-_-H•(•) suchthat

algorithms cannot claim to have a polylogarithmicconverless represent a significant advance compared to current
iterative methods for solving steady, incompressiblefluid
flow problems.
Our approachwill be as follows: As a point of departure
we shall use an additive Schwarzmethod without overlap,

cases will be considered

As a point of departure for our numerical discretization
we considerthe equivalentvariational formulation of prob-

a(u,v)

(5)

f(v)

=

nV'u
ßVv
df•
,
/nfvd•.

Here,12= H0•(•2)is thestandardSobolev
space.
Next, we assume that the domain • is broken up into
K non-overlappingand geometrically conforming quadri-

substructuringmethod. Recently,polylogarithmicconver- lateral elements(or subdomains)f•, 1 _< k _< K. This
gencerates have been reported for elliptic problemsin the implies that the intersectionof two elements • and •t is
context of three-dimensional spectral element discretiza-

tions usingthis classof solutionmethods[40, 41]. The

either empty or reduced to a common vertex or a common
edge;in the latter casewe define the open interval F•.t as

method we propose for the elliptic kernel in this study
will. however, be less optimal than the solution method

(6)

F•,• = O• • O•.

proposed
in [40,41]. The reasonfor thisis that the method
The discretizationof problem(3) consistsof choosing
we proposefor the interface systemis very simpleand easy
a
finite-dimensional
space V that approximates 12: Find
to invert, and that it can readily be extendedas a building
u5
6
V
such
that
block for the Navier-Stokes solver that we propose.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2
a(u•,•,) = f(•),
w,, • v.
we present spectral element discretizations for the Pois- (7)
son problem, the steady Stokes problem, the steady Before we define the discrete space V, •ve first define the
convection-diffusion problem, and the steady Navierspace
Q• (•) to bethesetofallpolynomials
ofdegree
less
Stokes problem. In Section 3 we propose iterative sub- than or equal to N in each spatial direction on the referstructuring methods for the resulting discrete systems,
and in Section 4 we present two-dimensional and three-

dimensional numerical results. The major conclusions
from this study are presented in Section 5.

2
2.1

ence
domain
• =]- 1,1[2inR2. LetF•(•, •2)betheaffine

transformation
(or isoparametric
mapping)fromthe refer-

encedomain• onto•.
spaceQN(•)

Thepolynomial
approximation

is then definedas

Spectral element discretizations
Wenowproceed
bydefining
thespace
1•ofpiecewise
poly-

The Poisson equation

nomials

We considerhere the solutionof the Poissonproblemin a
domain •,

as

(9) • = { •. v•, 1_<• _<K, • = •l• e Q.¾(•)}.

(1)

-V'2u -

f

in •,

The finite-dimensionalspaceV is then defined as

(2)

u =

0

on c•fi,

(10)
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In order to derive a set of algebraicequations,we need
to define a quadrature rule in order to evaluate the inte-

where

w, 5 _<x,

grals(4)-(5) in the variationalform, and we alsoneedto
define a basis for the discrete space 17. It is natural to
use quadrature formulas of the Gauss-Lobatto Legendre

=

=

The basis(11) representsa tensor-product,Lagrangian

inte_rpolant
basiswherethedegrees-of-freedom
of elements

type [32,43],constructed
fromthe zeros•j, 0 _<j _<N in
V arethenodal
values
17•q
= v•(•p•q),
0 _<p,q _<N, I _<
the intervalA -] - 1,1[ of thepolynomial
(1 - •2)L'N(•). in
k <_ K. In order to represent an element in the discrete
Here, L•v denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree N
spaceV, wealsoneedto honorthe COcontinuityrequireover A. The quadrature rules for the multi-dimensional
caseare then constructed as the tensor-product extension

of the one-dimensionalGauss-LobattoLegendre(GLL)
points. For the two-dimensionalcase, the set of points

•pq= (•p,•q), 0 __•p, q <_N referto the GLL pointson

thereference
domain
• = A x A =] - 1,112.Thesepoints

ment acrossthe elementalboundariesF = {F•,l}, as well

as the homogeneous
boundary conditionsalong 0fL
Choosing appropriate test functions, we are now in a
position to derive a set of algebraic equationswhich can
be expressedin matrix form as

arethenmapped
viatheaft:inc
transformation
(orisopara-(12)

metric mapping)Fk((•, (2) onto f•k, definingthe points

Here,__A
is a symmetricpositivedefinite(SPD) matrix rep-

•p•q
= (•p•,•q•).
05p, q_•N, l_•kSK.
A typical integral over the subdomainfl• in the variational form is then evaluated in the following way:
I

1

jf•o(x,y)dxdy
= /_/_
k

1

N

resentingthe discreteLaplace operator, u is a vector representingthe nodal unknowns,and f representsthe discrete
right hand side.
--

Remark

1

2.1

The extension to three-dimensional

domains

followsreadilyfrom the applicationof tensor-product
forms

N

[38, 32,
a=0,3=0

Remark 2.2 For problems including non-homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, a standard approach is to
Here, J• is the Jacobian associatedwith the a•ne transformationF•, and p•, 0 5 j N N are the GLL quadrature act on theseboundaryvalueswith a discreteLaplacian correspondingto Neumann boundaryconditions. The result is
weightsassociated
•vith the GLL points•j, 0 5 j 5 N.
• remark that the numerical quadrature formula is ex- then subtractedfrom the right-hand side f, and we arrive

act for polynomials0 • Q=•-•(•)

[49].

Having defineda numericalquadraturerule we can now
posethe discreteproblemas: Find u5 • V suchthat

at a systemsimilar to (12), to be solvedfor the internal
nodal values u.

Remark 2.3 In the case of Neumann boundary conditions, the variational form naturally results in surface in-

tegralsdueto the integrationbyparts[•8]. ThegivenNeuwhere• and f in (7) havebeenreplacedby aa and fa to
indicateintegrationof the bilinear and linear form by GLL

mann boundaryconditionsare then inserted into thesesurface integrals, and the result is absorbedinto the right hand

quadrature.

side.

The GLL pointsare alsousedto definea tensor-product,
Lagrangianinterpolantbasis[32, 43]. Thesebasisfunc-

tionsaredefined
overeach•
Qx(•)

• polynomials
H• •

that satisfy

Vp,q,p',q',0 • p,q,p',q'
5 N, H•(•,,•,) =Spp,
Sqq,.

2.2

We now turn to the discretization of the steady Stokes
equations

(13)

In
order
todefine
ab•isforthespace
•, these
polynomials
(14)
are extended by zero in all the other subdomains. An
• can then be expressedas
element v • 17
K

N

(•)

N

,
k=l

p=O q=O

The steady Stokes equations

-tzV2u+Vp
V.u
u

= f

in f•,

=

0

in

=

0

on Of•.

Here, u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, /• is the
viscosity,and f is a body force. Again, for reasonsof exposition, we assume that f• is a two-dimensional domain.
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A spectralelementdiscretization
of (13) - (15) is based
on the equivalent weak form. For two-dimensional problems and homogeneousvelocity boundary conditions we

95

The basis for an elementin V (e.g., a singlevelocity
component)is the sameas the onedefinedfor the discrete
Poissonproblem, i.e., a tensor-product,Lagrangianinter-

canformulate
thisproblemas: Find u • 122= [H0X(f•)]
2 polant basis associatedwith the GLL points. The basis
andp • 142= L20(f•)suchthat
for an elementin W (e.g.,the pressure)is alsotakento be

a(u,v)+b(v,p) = f(v)
b(u,q) -

0

a tensor-product, Lagrangian interpolant basis, however,

Vv•122,

this basisis associated
with the internal GLL points [1].

Vq•142.

Specifically, the basis functions are defined over each •

aspolynomials
•pkq
• Q2v-2(f•)thatsatisfy

Here,the bilinearforma: 122x 122_• R, the bilinearform
_
, q'_<N - 1, -k
b: 122x 142-• R, and the linear form f: 122_• R are Vp,q,p•, q', l<p,q,p'
defined

as:

k k =

In order to define a basis for the spaceW, these polynomials are extended by zero in all the other subdomains. An
element w E W can then be expressedas

(16) a(u,v)
: •jffiVu.
Vvdf•
,
(17) b(u.q)
: -/n(V.u)
qdf•,
(18) f(v): f.q
fvd.

K

N-1

N-1

k=l

p=l

q=l

where
,

Here.W = L•(f•) is the spaceof all functions
whichare
squareintegrable and have zero averageover •.
The discretization of the steady Stokesproblem now con-

Choosingappropriate test functions.we arrive at a set
of algebraic equations which can be expressedin matrix
form as

sistsof choosing
a discretevelocityspaceV 2 that approximates122and a discretepressurespaceW that approx- (21)
imatesM;. For the discretevelocityspaceV 2, we shall (22)
considerthe spaceV as definedin (10) for eachvelocity

k

Au-•rp

= •,

Du =

• .

component. As a pressurespace W we need to choosea

Here, A is the discrete viscousoperator, •

is the discrete

condition[12, 2]. For spectralelementdiscretizations,
a
goodchoiceis to usethe discretepressure
space[6, 32, 34]

gradient operator. The vector g contains the nodal velocity values, p representsthe nodal pressurevalues. and •

operator,
andits transpose
•r isthediscrete
compatible
spacethat honorsthe Brezzi-Babu•ka
(inf-sup) divergence

I;V----{v:' Vk. 1_<k_<K, Wk--Wlnk GQN-2(•k),

},

are the nodal

Remark

2.4

forces.

The extension

to three-dimensional

domains

follows readilyfrom the applicationof tensor-productforms

Remark 2.5 In the case of non-homogeneousDirichlet
derslowerthan for the velocityinsideeachsubdomain(or velocityboundaryconditions,we follow a similar procedure
spectralelement). We remarkthat sincethe pressureneeds as for the Poisson problem.
only be square integrable, no continuity requirement for Remark 2.6 The non-staggereddiscretization procedure
the pressureis enforced between the elements.
outlined aboveis valid for polynomial approximationsN •

that is. the polynomial degree for the pressureis two or-

As for the Poissonproblem, we evaluateall the integrals
in the variational form by a tensor-product GLL quadrature rule, and we can pose the discreteproblem as: Find

ue • V 2 andpe • W suchthat

2, that is, the coarsest discretization representsthe use of

a Q2/Qo element.

2.3

(19) a•(ue,v,)+b,(ve,pe) = fe(ve) Vv5• V2 ,
(20)

b•(u•,q•) =

0

Vq• • W.

wherea, b, and f in (16)-(18) havebeenreplacedby a,,
b,, and f6 in order to indicate integration of the bilinear
and linear forms by GLL quadrature.

The steady convection-diffusion equation

We now consider the steady, scalar convection-diffusion
problem

(23)
(24)

-0v2+u.V

= f

in
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where f is the given data, c•0is the diffusivity,u is a given
convectingvelocity field, and ½ is the solution.
Using a similar procedure as for the Poissonproblem,

domaindecomposition
methodshas reacheda high degree

a Galerkinformulationof (23) can be expressed
as: Find

metric,positivedefinite,ellipticproblems[20]. A general

05 • V such that

and powerfuldomain decompositionapproachfor solving
the discretePoissonproblem (7) consistsof first decom-

a.(,•, •,•) + c(o•, v•) = f(v•),

w• • v,

nonoverlapping
subdomains
[10,11, 21, 47]. This classof
of maturity over the past few years, in particular, for sym-

posing the finite-dimensional space V into a sum of M + 1

where the bilinear form c: V x V --, l• is defined as

subspaces
[21,41],
M

(2•)
A

c(½,•)
=• V;u.
Veda.

spectral element discretization of the steady

convection-diffusion
problem(23) resultsin a setof discrete and then considerthe solutionof new, smallersubproblems
equationswhich is linear and nonsymmetric,and which can
be expressedin matrix form as

associatedwith these subspaces.The space V0 typically
representsa global, coarse space, while V/, i = 1, .... 3//

(26)

domains, both interior and interfaces.

[A +___.C]_½
= .f .

are subspaces
associatedwith the individual (local) sub-

In terms of matrix algebra we can summarize the approach as follows: Instead of solving the original system
tot (linearand symmetric),while__C
represents
the discrete of algebraicequations,equation (12), we considerthe soconvection
operator(linearand nonsymmetric);
the vector lution of a preconditioned(or transformed)system
,0 representsthe nodal values of the discrete solution ½5.
Here. the matrix __A
representsthe discrete Laplace opera-

--

Remark 2.7 Equation (25) representsthe convective
form of the convection operator. There are alternative

forms that can beused[gg], however,we shallnot consider

(29)

__B
-z A u = __B
-z f,

wherethe preconditioner
B -• is definedas

these here.

Remark 2.8 No upwinding is used in constructing the
d•.screte,spectral element convection operator.

i=0

xvith

2.4

The steady Navier-Stokes

equations

We shall treat each component of the advection term in
a similar fashion as the convection term in the steady
convection-diffusionequation. Otherwise, we follow the
sameprocedureas outlined for the steady Stokesproblem.
We then arrive at a set of discrete equations which can be
expressedin matrix form as

(27)

Here __A
is the matrix versionof the symmetric,positive

definite,bilinearforma : V x V -• R, while•i is the
matrix version of a symmetric, positive definite, bilinear

form•i ' V/x V/-• R. The operator(or matrix) Ri extends
the nodal representationof an dement in the subspaceV/

toanelement
intheglobal
space
V, whiletheoperator
__R•

A u + C__(_u)
_u- DTp = _f,

representsthe associatedrestriction operator.
For eachsubspaceV/we alsointroducethe operatorTi ß
V -• V/such that Vv5 • V, Tiv5 • Vi is the solution of the
whereC(u_)represents
the discrete,nonlinear,nonsymmet- followingproblem on V/
ric advection operator.
--

(2s)

•)u

=

o,

ai(Tivs,ws) = cl,(vs,
ws)

3

Iterative

substructuring

meth-

ods
Iterative substructuring methods are solution methods
based on a decompositionof the original domain into

Vw5• Yi .

In the casethat 5i(.,-) = a(.,.) the operatorTi representsan orthogonalprojection from V onto V/. However,
this frameworkalsoallowsfor the considerationof letting

ai(., .) representan approxitnation
to a(.,-), a possibility
that we will later exploit in severaldifferentways.
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If v_is the nodal representation of an element ve • V,
the above projection can be expressedin matrix form as
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With V definedin (10), we alsodefinethe particulaxrealization V• o to meanthat a fixed polynomialapproximation
No is usedin every element. With this notation, the space
V0 can be defined as

In particular, we can expressthe projection of the exact
solution

(33)

V0= V• o

1 _<N0 < N.

as

The space V0 is thus associatedwith a coarse discretization of the original problem. Previousstudieshave demonstrated the importance of including a coarseproblem as
part of the preconditioner in order to allow for a global

ri•: jei
where

informationtransfermechanism
[52].
The subspaceVk is associatedwith an individual spec-

tral element(or subdomain),and is definedas
Equation(29) can nowbe expressed
as

(34)

(31)

Tu--j e,

Vk= (v' v • QN(Qk), Vl&%: 0).

Finally, the spaceVr is defined as

where
T__
= E;u=0
Ti and•_=

(35)

typically solved by a Krylov method such the conjugate

whereF refersto the collectionof all the edgesF•.t defined

gradientmethod. We remarkthat if the operatorsB__
i (or

in (6) for two-dimensional
problems,and facesfor three-

The preconditioned
(or transformed)system(31) is now

=

w v),

T•) arewellchosen,
theoperator
T = B-•A willbequite dimensionalproblems.
rapidly. From (30) we seethat eachpreconditioning
step

In terms of the basis for the subspacesV0, V•,k =
1, ..., K, and Vr, we use a nodal, Lagrangian interpolant

consistsof solving M + 1 subproblems. Becauseof the additive nature of the preconditioner, the solution of these
subproblemscan be performed in parallel. As we shall

basis defined in terms of the tensor product Gauss-Lobatto
Legendrepoints, similar to the basis for the global space
V. Note that an element in the space Vr is extended by

discuss more later,

zero from the element

well conditioned, and the iterative procedurewill converge

the use of inexact solvers for the lo-

interior

interfaces

to the GLL

nodes in the

of the elements.

cal subproblemsxvill also allow us to make each precondi•Ve now discussthe approximate projection operators
tioning step inexpensiverelative to the cost of performing
global matrix vector products,resultingin a cost-effective To, T•, k = 1,..., K, and Tr associated with these subspaces.First, we let To representan orthogonalprojection
solution algorithm.
In the next sectionwe shall apply the additive Schwarz from V to V0, i.e., a0(.,.) = a(.,.). In matrix form this
procedureoutlinedaboveto solvethe Poisson
problem(12) meansthat we can expressA 0 as
in the context of spectral element discretizations. In Sec(36)
•0 = ---R0•A--R0
ß
tion 3.2 we shall propose an extension of the above procedureto solvethe steady Stokesproblem, and in Section Here the prolongationoperator _R0 representsan operator
3.3 and Section 3.4 we shall proposefurther extensionsin whichtakesan dementin V0 (the coarseglobalspace)and
order to solvethe steady convection-diffusion
equation and representsit in terms of the basis for the global spaceV.
the steady Navier-Stokes equations, respectively.
In practice, this is done by taking a global coarsesolution

3.1

An iterative substructuring
for the Poisson problem

method

and performing an interpolation in each spectral dement
from a polynomial order No to a polynomial order N.

Next, we let T• represent
an approximate
p•rojection
from V• to V. In particular,we let a•(., .) (or A• in ma-

Here.we considerthe solutionof the Poissonproblem(12)

trix form) representa linear finite elementapproximation

discretizedusing spectral elements. The method we propose employsthe following decompositionof the discrete

associatedwith the GLL points,

space V:

(37)

=

K

(32)

V = Vo+ E Vk+ Vt.
k=l

In two spacedimensionswe use linear triangular elements
basedon the GLL nodes,while in three spacedimensions
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elements based on the GLL nodes.

extends the solution in • by zero to all the other subdomains. Hence,R• representsthe identity operator for the
conditioneris spectrallycloseto the original local spectral nodal values associatedwith subdomain •, and the zero
operator(denotedin matrixformasAk), with a condition operator for the nodal values associatedwith the rest of
number bounded by a constant as the polynomial degree the computational domain.
Earlier studies have shown that such a finite element pre-

.V increases[19]. The reasonfor usinga finite element

Thematrix'__A
r isdiagonal,
whichmakes
theinversion
of

preconditioneris that it reducesthe computationalcomplexity associatedwith solving the subproblemsfor the
individual spectralelements,while still resultingin a good

this operatortrivial. The operator__R
r representsthe identity operatorfor the degrees-of-freedom
associatedwith the

conditioningof the transformedproblem(31).

of-freedom associated with the interior of the elements.

Finally, we considerthe approximate projection operator Tr. In order to compute the nodal valuesalong the
subdomaininterfaces,we shall simply use the diagonalof
the discrete Laplace operator, i.e.,

(38)

3.2

An iterative substructuring method
for the steady Stokes problem

Iterative substructuring methods have shown great
promise for solving symmetric and nonsymmetric systems

•r -- diag(---A)lr.

A better choice would, of course, be to use an approxi-

mation to the Schurcomplementon the subdomaininterfaces. Hoxvever,as we shall see later, the simple diagonal
preconditioner(38) givesremarkablygoodresults.This is
particularlytrue when •velater on considersolutionalgorithms for the steady Stokesproblem and for the steady
Xavier-Stokes problem.

In summary,
thepreconditioner
__B
-t that weusecanbe
expressedas
K

(39)

element interfaces,and the zero operator for the degrees-

B-X= B---ø-•
+ Z B• +B•l

of equations
[35,47, 14,53, 41, 16]. However,therearestill
very limited resultsand experiencefrom applying suchalgorithms directly to solvingthe discreteStokesor Navier-

Stokesequations[4].
In the past the most commonly used methods to

solve(21) - (22) haveeitherbeeniterativemethodsbased
on a globalUzawadecoupling
procedure[26,27, 31] or direct solvers.The largebandwidth typcially associatedwith
spectral element discretizationsmakes direct solverspractical only for relatively small two-dimensionalproblems. In
order to solve three-dimensional systems, it is imperative
to havegooditerative solvers. Even though a global Uzaxva
procedure results in a relatively well-conditioned system

for regulargeometries[31], the convergence
rate can de-

where

teriorate significantly for irregular computational domains
--1

T

-Wt =

A0

gZ

~-1___.•

(e.g., largeaspectratios).

,

In this sectionwe shall proposean iterative substructuring method for solving the steady Stokes equations in two
or three spacedimensions.Throughout the rest of this section, we assumethat the Stokesproblem is discretized usThe system(29) is nowsolvedby the conjugategradient ing spectral elements,that is, we assumea decomposition

=

method. We remark that K + 2 subproblemsneed to be

solved
foreachiteration,see

of the originaldomaininto K spectralelements(or subdomains),and a high-order,tensor-product,polynomial

The coarsesystemmatrix A__
0 is explicitlyassembled
and
then factoredusinga bandeddirect solverfor symmetric
systemsfrom the LINPACK library. Hence, only backsubstitutionis neededduring the iteration. If No is small,

approximation inside each element. However, we remark
that the method we propose should in general work for
systemsbased upon p- or h-p-type finite element methods

both the number of unknowns
small.

The general approach will be similar to the additive
Schwarzmethod for the elliptic Poissonproblem, namely,a
decompositionof the finite-dimensionalvelocity and pres-

and the bandwidth

will be

Thelocalsystems
matrices
-_A•,
k = 1,...,K arealsoexplicitly assembledand then factoredusinga bandeddirect

[5, 3, 4, 37].

surespaces
V• (d = 2,3) andW in orderto definesmaller

(i) a coarseStokesprobsolverforsymmetricsystems(fromLINPACK). We remark and moretractablesubproblems:
that the bandwidth for the finite element approximation is lem definedover the entire domain fl; (ii) local Stokes
a factor of N smaller than the bandwidth for the original

problemsassociatedwith the individual spectral elements

assolocal spectraloperatorsA•, k = 1, ..., K. The operator_Rk fl•, k = 1, ..., K; and (iii) a Poissontype subproblem
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ciatedwith the subdomaininterfacesF. Finally, (iv) due
to the fact that the (fully coupled)steadyStokesproblem
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[/V'k
: {Wk'
Wk
• QN-2(•k),
/•2Wkd•:O}
ß

representsan indefinite saddleproblem, a global iterative

scheme
will be basedon the GMRES method[46].

Thespace
V• isdefined
as

We start by proposingthe following decompositionof

the finite-dimensional
spacesV d and W for the velocity
and the pressurein d spacedimensions.
K

Hence,
V• isdefined
similarly
to Vr forthePoisson
problem. We remark that there are no pressuredegrees-offreedomalong F.
•Ve are now in a positionto proposean additive Schwarz
algorithm for the Stokesproblem. We start by first ex-

w =

pressing
the originaldiscreteStokesequations(21)-(22) in
the compact form

A coarseStokesproblem is associatedwith the subspaces (40)

k•d and•1•. Similarto the definition
of V0in (•)• we

Sx = g

where

define the coarsevelocity and pressurespaces•s

•l•

=

b-_
A -Dtr)

s=

= vJ0
•0-2.

= [_m

With thisdefinition
of V• andW0,thecoarse
Stokes
problem is defined as the particular realization of the original Stokesproblem, defined by K conformingspectral el-

ementsand assuminga (fixed) polynomialdegreeN0 for
the velocity and N0 - 2 for the pressureinside each spec-

g_=

0]r.

•Ve then consider the preconditioned (transformed)
Stokes system

tral element (or subdomain). In other words,the coarse (41)

--

Q-•Sx: Q-•g,

Stokesproblemis the standardP.¾/P.¾-2method[34, 1]

whereQ-• represents
the Stokespreconditioner,
that is,

with :V = N0 • 2 in each spectral element.
In practice, the polynomial degree N0 that we use for
the coarse Stokes problem cannot be too high; a typical
value for N0 is 2 or 3. Hence, a typical spectral element

an operator that approximatesthe inverse of the original
discreteStokesoperator and is relatively inexpensiveto
evaluate. Before we discussthe Stokespreconditioner,we

that larger values for N0 make the solution of the coarse
Stokes problem too expensive. This is particularly true
when considering a direct solver for the coarse problem.
For three-dimensionalproblems only a quadratic element

globalmatrix-vectorproductsof the type y = Q-1 S__x.

--

remarkthat the indefinite,nonsymmetric
system(41) is
for the coarseStokesproblemis either a Q2/Qo element, solvedusing a global iterative procedure based upon GMor a Q3/Q• element. The main reasonfor this choiceis RES. For each global iteration we need to perform two
If the preconditioner is well chosen, the number of iterations will be small, and not very sensitiveto the number of
spectralelementsK or the polynomialdegreeN associated

might be practical. However,in this casethe Q2/Qo spec- with eachelement(or subdomain)f•k, k = 1, ..., K.
tral elementis expectedto be inferiorto the Q2/P• finite
We now proceed with discussingthe Stokes precondielement[25]. We shallthereforealsoconsider
the useof low tionerQ-1 whichwedefineas
--

order finite elementsfor the coarseproblem, seeSection4
for numerical

results.

K

We now proceedby consideringthe subproblemsassociated with the individual spectral elements.For eachspec-

tral element(or subdomain)fik we definea localStokes
problem with homogeneousvelocity boundary conditions.
That is, for each spectral element fik,k = 1,...,K we

(42) •-• --•__•o
-• + (I +_q•__G)
[E qj•]+ q__•
where

searchfor a discrete
velocityu,,k • Vff anda discrete
pressureP6.k • Wk• where

v[ =

___Q;1
= RkSkR___k
, k: 1,...,K
k=
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in (44), definedas

The first part of the preconditioner representsthe solution of a coarse Stokes problem similar to the solution of

a coarsePoissonproblemin (30). A coarseversionof the
original Stokesproblem can be expressedas

The original(spectral)viscousoperatorin (44) is here re-

S0• = go'

placed by a finite element operator; this operator is derived
Here the subscript zero indicates that we are searching by using linear finite elementson the GLL nodesin a simifor a solutionin the subspaces
V0
d andW0 insteadof the lar fashionas the subdomainpreconditionerfor the Poisson

originalspaces
V d and W. In addition,the subscript
zero problem.Hence,insteadof solving(43) we solve
indicatesthat a low (fixed) polynomialdegree-Nois used
(45)

in order to construct the individual discrete operators in

S
we
Oas
use
well
in the
as
the
preconditioner
right
hand
side•
(42 is simply
The
operator
•0thatAgain, we remarkthat the right hand sideg_• 0'

•

[g-u,k'
g-p,k
ITwillingeneral
benonzero,
including
gp,•.The

The prolongationoperatorR_R_o
can be expressedas

_

o1

R_p,o '

prolongation operators Rk, k -- 1, ..., K are defined in an
analogousfashion to the Poissonproblem: each operator
representsan identity operator for the degrees-of-freedom
associatedwith f]•, and the zero operator for the remaining degrees-of-freedom.

We solvethe coupled,saddleStokessystem(45) by first
applying
a Uzawa procedure,that is• by applying a block
Here,R•, 0 represents
an operatorwhichtakesan element
2 x 2 Gaussianelimination. The result is a decouplingof
in 1/•
d andrepresents
it in termsofthebasisfortheglobal
the pressureand the velocity into a positive semi-definite
space
Va.whileRp.o represents
anoperator
which
takes system for the pressureand a positive definite system for
an element in 15• and representsit in terms of the basis
the velocity:
for the global space W. In practice, this is done by taking

a global
coarse
Stokes
solution
(U_o,
P-0)'
andperforming
an
interpolation in each spectral element from a polynomial

(46)

order(,¾0,N0 - 2) to a polynomialorder(N, -N- 2) in all

(47)

!2k, k = 1, ..., K (in the caseof spectralelements).
\Ve remark that when we apply this coarseStokesopera-

tor as part of the preconditioner(42), the associated
right

;• : •--p,k
- D•.•[tg•,•
UkP-k
Aknk = •,k+•Sk ,

wheretheUzawapressure
operator
•k is defined
as

hand
sidego= [g-m0'g-p,0
IT willin general
benonzero,
(48)
including
g-p,0'
In ourimplementation,
thecoarse
Stokes
operator is explicitly assembledand then factored using a
banded direct solver from the LINPACK library. Hence,
only back substitution is necessaryduring each GMRES
iteration.

•k = Dk-'•-•'•'
Dk
Tß

Weconstruct
•k explicitly,
andfactorthematrixusing
a

symmetric solver from the LINPACK library. Hence, only
back substitution is necessaryduring the global iteration.
Note that the Uzawa pressuresystemis singular, reflecting

•Ve now proceeedby expressingthe local (spectral) thefactthat the pressure
pk is onlydetermined
up to a
Stokesproblems associatedwith the individual spectral el-

constant. In order to obtain solvability we therefore fix

ements'

the pressureto be zero at a single(interior) GLL point,
and later adjust the pressurelevel such that the average

(43)
where

(44)

D• -D•
_0 ) '
S•=(Ak

Note that subscript k here refers to a particular subdomain
•k, and should not be confusedwith summation over repeated indices.

Theoperator
• thatweusein thepreconditioner
(42)
will be basedupona modified(approximate)versionof Sk

pressureis zero in each subdomain. The correct pressure
level in eachsubdomainis actually provided by the coarse
problem. We now make the important observationthat the
coarseproblem is not only necessaryin order to improve

the conditioniong
of the transformedproblem (41); the
coarseproblem is, in fact, essentialin order to compute
the correct

solution.

Oncethepressure
p_k
hasbeencomputed,
wecansolve
for the velocity by inverting the viscousoperator. Again,
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as for the Poissonproblem,we form explicitly the scalar,finite element based Poissonoperator. Next, we factor this
scalar operator using a banded, direct solver from LINPACK. The velocityu k is then computedby performingd
back-substitutions,one for each velocity component.

Next,having
computed
xk = [uk,pk]T
forallf•k,k =
1.... , K, we apply the gradient operator G defined as

The modifieddiffusivitycan be expressedas

Oiij--- Otoq- (•ij

wherea0 is the original(isotropic)diffusivityin (23). The
addedsymmetricdiffusivitytensor&ij at a particular(integration)point in spacecanbe expressed
as in [28]

UH (uiUj

(•iJ= CT ' U2 )'

G_G__
= 0_0_--0 +D
T)

(49)

95

Here, H is the local mesh spacing,U is the magnitude of
the velocity, and ui,i -- 1, ..,d are the correspondingvelocity components.The constant c is chosensuchthat the
nodalvaluesalongF (velocitydegrees-of-freedom
only) are grid Peclet number is lessthan 2 everywhereon the coarse
then computed by inverting the diagonal of the viscous grid. We note that there is no diffusion in the direction
operator, that is,
perpendicular to a streamline, hence the name streamline
The result from this operation, restricted to F, is added
to the original contribution along the interfaces F. The

(50)

diffusion(or streamlineupwinding).

•r = diag(A)lrß

method
Finall)', the prolongationoperatorR r representsthe iden- 3.4 An iterative substructuring
for the steady Navier-Stokes problem
tit), operator for the velocitydegrees-of-freedom
along F,
and the zero operator for the remainingdegrees-of-freedom
We start by first expressingthe original, nonsymmetric,
in the donmin. Again, we remark that there are no presnonlinear,discretesteadyNavier-Stokessystem(27)-(28)
sure degrees-of-freedomalong the interface F.

3.3

in the compact form

An iterative substructuring method
for the steady convection-diffusion
equation

(51)

Fx =g ,
--

where

We are here interestedin solvingthe discretesystem(26)
using an iterative substructuringapproach. As a starting
point we shall use the algorithm presented for the Pois-

_x -

sonproblem.whichcorresponds
to solvingthe system(26)

g '-- [gu'
g_p]T
• If, 0]T

without any convection.
The addition

of the linear

convection

term modifies

[_u,•_]T
,

the

Poisson algorithm in two ways. First, the system is no
longersymmetric,so we have to replacethe conjugategradient algorithm with a GMRES algorithm. This means
that two global matrix-vector products are required for

eachiteration (as opposedto one for the conjugategradient algorithm).
Second,the Poissonpreconditioner(39) is modifiedin
the following way: The coarse problem correspondsto
a coarsediscretizationof the original convection-diffusion
problem, includingthe convectionterm, but the local problems and the interface problem are left unchanged.
It is well knownthat usinga coarse,low orderdiscretization to resolve convection-diffusionproblems will produce
wiggles. For the coarse problem we therefore add an

As usualwe linearizethe system(51) and performa Newton iteration. For eachiteration we have to solvea system
of the form

(52)

N 5xn = g - Ex n-•
--

where__N
representsthe linearized Navier-Stokesoperator,
x a is the solution after n Newton iterations, and •x a =
X n __X n-- 1.

The iterative substructuringalgorithm we now present

is for the system(52). Our methodcan thereforebe describedas a Newton-Krylov method. We proceedby di-

rectly considering
the preconditioned
(transformed),linearized, steady Navier-Stokes system

M-•N 5x• = M-•(g- Fx•-•) ,

anisotropic
diffusionterm [28],whichis equivalentto the
incorporationof a streamlineupwindingprocedure[13]. whereM -• represents
theNavier-Stokes
preconditioner.
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The Xavier-Stokespreconditionercan be expressedin a
form similar to that for the steady Stokesequations,

the error of some model problemsin order to verify that
we indeedend up with the correctsolutionwhen we apply
these algorithms.

K

(53)M-1 = M___.o
-1+ (I + M•'IG)['• M•'1] + M•'1

4.1

k=l

The Poisson problem

We shallfirststudythe solutionof the Poissonproblem(1)-

where

(2) in a domainf• =]0,1[a, d - 2,3. Wechoose
a forcing
function f suchthat the exact solution u can be expressed

M•

as

= _RkN__k
_Rk,k

u(x,y)
u(x,y,z)

Our choicefor the individual componentsof this preconditioner

=
=

ux(x)©ux(y)
u•(x)©ux(y)©ux(z)

(d=2)
(d=3)

where

will be:

u•(t)=t(1-e•(t-•))

I•0 • •NO,FE,SU
,
=

We have chosenf such that the exact solution represent
a tensor-product, "boundary-layer" type solution. In all
the numerical experiments we use a value /3 = 10. V•re
remark that the solution cannot be representedexactly by
polynomials, and does not represent an eigenfunction of
the Poisson operator.
We break up the computational domain f] into K square
or cubic spectral elements, each element being of order

lqr = diag(A)l
r .
Here. N__o.F•.S
v representsa coarsediscretizationof the
original, linearized Xavier-Stokes operator. For this coarse

discretizationwe use low-orderfinite elements(or loworder spectral elements)on the original spectral element
decomposition. In addition, we also add streamline diffusion in a similar

fashion as for the convection-diffusion

problem. Hence, our Xavier-Stokes preconditioneris based
upon a hierarchy of discrete, spatial operators, starting
with a linearized Xavier-Stokes operator for the coarse,

globalproblem,a steadyStokes(mixed) operatorfor each
individual,localproblem,and finally, an elliptic (Poisson
type) operatorfor the interfaceproblem.
Our experiencehas been that using streamline upwinding on the coarse grid is perhaps most useful as a means
of obtaining a good initial condition at a very low computational cost. A good initial condition reducesthe initial

residualon the fine grid (and thus the overallcost), and
it also provides a good starting point for the initial lin-

earizationin (52). Usingupwindingin the construction
of

.

N. For eachdiscretization(characterizedby K and N).

weshallcompute
the condition
numbern•3= hmax//kmin
for the preconditionedsystem(29). This is equivalentto
consideringthe following eigenvalueproblem:

where__B
is the preconditionerdefinedin (39). X represents
an eigenvector,and h representsthe correspondingeigen--

value.

We start by first looking at the special case K = 1, i.e,
the pure spectral case. In this case the preconditionerB__
doesnot includeany interfacesystem__B
r. For illustration
we shall not include any coarsesystem either. Hence, the
preconditioner B consistsentirely of a finite element sys-

•---0doesnotalways
seemto makea substantial
difference.
However,more testing is necessaryin order to quantify this
effect more precisely.

tem constructedas a triangulation/tetrahedrazation
based
on the tensor-productGauss-LobattoLegendrenodes.
Finite element preconditioning of spectral systemshas

beenusedwith success
in differentcontexts[19, 19, 24],
4

Numerical

results

The purpose of this section is to explore the behavior of
the algorithmsthat we havejust presented.We will study
the conditioning of the elliptic systemstogether with the
convergencerate for the Stokes systems. We shall also
study the steady convection-diffusion
problem as well as
the full Xavier-Stokesproblem. Finally, we will compute

and we shall here verify the good conditioningproperties
for this Galerkin baseddiscretizationof the Poissonproblem.

Table I reports the computed condition numbers that

we obtainin d = 2 and d = 3 spacedimensions
for practical valuesof the polynomial degreeN associatedwith the
spectral operator. As expected, the condition number is

0(1).
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N

d=2

d=3

[[ u- u5 [[ betweenthe exactsolutionu and the numer-

3

1.34

1.59

ical solution u5 in the relative semi-norm.

4

1.55

2.01

dimensionalcase(d = 2) we useK = 4 spectralelements,
eachof order N. For the three-dimensional
case(d = 3)

5

1.70

2.31

6

1.79

2.51

7

1.82

2.44

8

1.89

2.48

9

1.95

2.52
2.57

10

1.99

11

2.03

2.61

12

2.06

2.65

Table1: Condition
numbernB (K = 1)
We proceedby now consideringthe multi-domain case.
Unlessotherwisestated we constructa coarse,globalproblem based upon K elements,each of order No = 2. Table 2
reportsthe conditionnumberfor the two-dimensionalcase,
while Table 3 reports the condition number for the threedimensional

case. The results indicate

that

the condition

numberns is independentof the numberof elements,K,
and gro•vsapproximately
like N 2. This is alsoconsistent
with our experiencethat the number of conjugate gradient
iterations grows approximately linearly with N.
N

K=16

K=64

3.65

3.70

3.65

4

5.14

5.20

5.22

5

7.48

7.55

7.59

6

10.3

10.4

10.5

7

13.4

13.5

13.6

8

17.2

17.3

17.4

9

21.2

21.3

21.4

10

25.8

26.0

26.1

11

30.7

30.9

12

36.3

36.5

K=64

we use K = 8 spectral elements,each of order N. For the
error calculation we use the discrete semi-norm, however,
we use a finer mesh in order to avoid quadrature errors.
For the results presentedfor the Poissonequation, we use
a polynomial degreeM = N + 3 inside each element in the
error calculation. The results are reported in Table 4. As
expected,exponentialconvergenceis achievedas the polynomial order N is increased with K fixed. It is interesting
to notice that the relative error is essentially independent
of the number of spatial dimensions;this is most likely due
to the tensor-product form of the exact solution.
N

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

d=2

2.23.10
6.55.10
1.62.10
3.44.10
6.30.10
1.02.10
1.46.10

d--3

-•
-•
-•
-a
-4
-4
-5

2.25.10 -x
6.62.10 -:
1.64- 10 -•
3.46.10 -a
6.34.10 -4
1.02.10 -4
1.47.10 -5

Table 4: Discretizationerror II u-

11/!l u II

Finally, we look at the Poisson model problem in

a "stretched"two-dimensional
domain fl =]0, a[x]0, 1[.
Hence, the domain aspectratio is equal to a. The computational domain is now broken up into K rectilinear spectral elements,eachof order N and xvith an element aspect
ratio equal to ak, k - 1, ..., K.
In the first experiment, we choose the domain aspect

ratio a -- 10 and the element (subdomain)aspectratio

Table2: Condition
numbernB (d = 2)
K=27

For the two-

K=256

3

N

95

K=125

3

5.49

5.60

5.65

4

7.88

7.97

7.99

5

12.2

12.1

12.1

6

17.4

17.6

17.5

7

23.6

23.6

23.5

8

31.0

31.0

31.0

9

39.2

39.2

39.2

Table3: Condition
numberns (d = 3)
In order to verify that the solution algorithm indeed
computesthe correct solution, we also compute the error

ak = 1, k = 1,...,K. In order to realize this choice, we
chooseK• = 40 elements in the x-direction, and K2 = 4
elements in the y-direction. Hence, the total number of
elements is K = Kx x K2 - 160. In the secondexperiment
we choosea = 10 and ak = 10, k = 1, ..., K. Here, we use
K1 = K• = 4, i.e., K = 16. In each case we compute the

condition
numbern• forthe preconditioned
system(29).
The results are reported in Table 5.
We see that the results for the first case, with a = 10
and au = 1, are almost identical to the results reported
in Table 2 for the case a = I and au = 1. Hence, we
conclude that the condition number of the preconditioned
systemis insensitiveto the domain aspect ratio. However,
the second case, with a = 10 and au = 10, indicates that
the condition number is strongly dependent upon the subdomain aspect ratio.
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N

c•k--1

3

3.70

c•k53.9

4

5.20

75.9

5

7.58

110

6

10.4

150

7

13.6

193

8

17.4

244

9

21.4

299

10

26.1

363

11

31.0

429

12

36.6

505

10

N
3

K=27
25

K=64
25

4
5
6

31
35
43

32
39
46

11,853
24,673
44,501

9 min.
18 min.
34 min.

Table7: Numberofiterations
raQ (d = 3)
In Table 6 and Table 7 we report our results. We notice that, similar to the Poissonproblem, the number of
GMRES iterations,raQ, seemsto be rather insensitiveto

Table5: Condition
numbern8 (a = 1)

the numberof elements(or subdomains),
K. The number
of iterationsseemsto growapproximatelylinearly with respect to the element order, N.

4.2

Afd.o.f. CPU
4,505 5 min.

The steady Stokes problem

In Table 6 and Table 7

we havealsoincludedthe numberof velocityand pressure

In this sectionwe shall study the convergencerate for the

degrees-of-freedom,
A/'•.o.f.,for the casewith the largest
numberof elements(K - 64). For the three-dimensional

preconditioned
Stokessystem(41). We shallusethe stan-

case, see Table 7, we have also included the total CPU

dard driven cavity problem in d - 2 and d - 3 space time requiredin order to solvethe for the corresponding
dimensionsas a sampleproblem. Since the steady Stokes number of degrees-of-freedom,
starting from a zero initial
systemrepresentsa saddleproblem, we will not report the condition. The computer we used for these experiments
condition number as we did for the Poissonproblem, but was a Sun SparcII workstationwith 64 MB of memory.
ratherthe numberof GMRES iterations,mc•,requiredin All the calculationswere done in double precision. It is
order to reducethe initial residual with five ordersof mag- interesting to notice that the CPU time per d.o.f. stays
almost constant.

nitude.

While the original grid is basedon K spectral elements,
each of order N, the coarsegrid will be based on K finite

elementsof the type Q2/P•. As discussed
earlier,our experiencehas been that the Q2/P• element is, in general,
better than the Q2/Qo element,which is the lowestorder
spectralelementthat we can use. This finding is alsocon-

sistentwith previousstudies[25].As expected,ourexperienceis alsothat a Q3/Q• elementis evenbetter. However,
this element is expensiveto usefor large three-dimensional
Stokesproblemsgiven the fact that we are using a direct
banded solver for the coarse,global problem. For the resuits that we report in the following, the coarsegrid is
baseduponusingQ2/P• elementson the originalspectral
element decomposition.

N

K=16

K=64

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

17
21
22
26
30
32
35
38

17
21
23
27
30
34
38
41

A/'d.o.f.
1,314
2,498
4,066
6,018
8,354
11,074
14,178
17,666

Table6: Numberofiterations
raQ (d = 2)

4.3

The steady convection-diffusion problem

We shall here solve the standard

two-dimensional

driven

cavity problem as well as an associated convectiondiffusionheat transferproblem;the computationaldomain

is ft =]0, 1[2. The boundaryconditions
for the heattransfer problemis u = 1 alongx = 1, u - 0 alongx = 0, and in-

sulated(zeroNeumann)conditions
alongy = 0 andy = 1.
•Ve shall solvethe problem correspondingto a Reynolds
number Re -

100 and a Peclet number Pe -- 100.

We

first solvethe fluid problem, and then solvethe associated
steady heat transfer problem.

In Table8 we reportthe numberof iterations,mc, required in order to reduce the initial residual for the scalar

convection-diffusion
problem with 5 ordersof magnitude
starting with a zero initial condition. We show the results

for threedifferentmeshes,K = 16, K = 64, and K - 256,
and for different

values of N.

For the case K = 16 we also show the number of itera-

tions,for the purediffusioncase(Pe = 0); we knowfrom
the resultsin Table2 that theseresultsare independentof
K.

We notice that the number of iterations

decreases as

K increases,
and approaches
the result for the pure diffusioncase.This is due to the fact that, as K increases,the
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coarse, global problem resolves the exact solution better,
that is, the grid Peclet number decreases.These results are
consistentwith previous findings for nonsymmetric prob-

lems[53].
N

K=16

K=64

K=256

K=16

(Pe=O)

95

In Table 9 we showthe (relative)velocityerror in the
discretesemi-normas a function of the polynomial order
N. The results clearly demonstrate that exponential convergericeis achieved, both in the case of using a coarse

grid baseduponQ2/Px finite elementswith streamlineupwinding,as well as Qa/Qx spectralelementswithout any

3

24

15

11

10

upwinding. For a fixed N, the error in both these casesis

4

22

17

13

12

the same.

5

25

21

15

14

6

30

24

17

16

7

34

27

19

18

Table8: Numberof iterations
mc (d = 2, Pe = 100)

4.4

The steady Navier-Stokes problem

We no•v illustrate the spatial convergencerate associated
with the spectral element discretizationof the steady two-

5

Conclusions

and

final

comments

We have presentediterative substructuringalgorithmsfor
the Poissonproblem, the steady convection-diffusionproblem, the steady Stokes problem, and the steady NavierStokes problem in the context of using spectral element
discretizations

and an additive

Schwarz

method

without

overlap. The preconditionersfor theseproblemshave three

dimensional
Navier-Stokes
equations.Kovasznay[29]gives maincomponents:
(i) the solutionof a coarse,globalproban analytical solution to the Navier-Stokes equationswhich lem; (ii) the solutionof independent,local problemsasis similar to the two-dimensional fio•v field behind a periodic array of cylinders:

us = 1 - e-xxcos(2,ry)

Ae-x•sin(2•ry)
271'

--

uy =

/ •Re
1 2+4rr
h = •1Re+v
2,
where Re is the Reynolds number based on the mean flow
velocity and separation between vortices. We solve this

problemnumerically
in the caseof Re = 40, ,• = [• Re -

v/¬Re"-+ 47r
2,imposing
theanalytical
velocity
solution
on
the domain boundary.

sociatedwith the individual spectral elements(or subdo-

mains);(iii) the solutionof a systemfor the unknowns
on
the element(subdomain)interfaces.
Associated with the three components of the Navier-

Stokespreconditioneris a hierarchyof operators: (a)
a steady, linearized Navier-Stokesoperator (including
streamlinediffusion)for the coarse,global problem; (b)
a steady Stokes operator for each individual, local prob-

lem;(c) an elliptic(Poisson
type) operatorforthe interface
problem.
Earlier studieshave demonstratedthe importance of including a coarse, global problem in order to obtain rapid
convergencefor elliptic problems. For the Stokes and

Navier-Stokesalgorithm presentedhere, the coarse,global

We break up the computationaldomain f• =]problem is not only important for the convergencerate; it
0.5.1.0]x1 - 0.5,1.5[ into K = 6 equalquadrilateralspectral elements, each of order N. We then solve the discrete
system of equations using the Newton-Krylov algorithm
proposedin Section 3.4. The main reason for doing this
test is to confirm that the algorithm computes the correct
solution.

N
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Q2/P• (upwinding)
6.84.10
1.25.10
2.09.10
3.10.10
4.08.10
4.73.10
5.01.10

-2
-2
-•
-4
-s
-•
-7

Qa/Q•
6.84.10 -2
1.25.10 -2
2.09.10 -•
3.10- 10 -4
4.08.10 -s
4.73- 10 -•
5.01.10 -7

Table9: Discretizationerror II u-

II/II u II

is essentialin order to compute the correct solution.
The steady Stokesoperator used for each individual, local problem provides an example of using mixed discrete
operators. Here, the viscousterm is treated using a linear,
triangular or tetrahedral elements on the tensor-product
Gauss-Lobatto nodes, while the divergence and gradient
operator represent the original spectral element operators.
Numerical experiments indicate that the convergence
rate is independent of the number of spectral elements

(subdomains),
and alsoindependentof the domainaspect
ratio. The number of iterations growsapproximately linearly with the polynomial order inside the elements as well

asthe element(subdomain)aspectratio.
We would like to mention that the solution algorithms

presentedin this paper have also been extendedto: (i)
spectralelementsof differentpolynomialorder (including
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nonconforming
matchingconditions
[7]);(ii) problems
with
variableproperties(non-Newtonianflows);and (iii) problemsusingthe full stressformulation(includingthe specificationof Neumannboundaryconditions).However,due

to space
limitation,
theseresults
willbereported
in a sep-

[5] I. Babu•ka, B.A. Szabo and I.N. Katz, The p-version
of the finite element method, SIAM J. Numer. Anal.,

18, pp. 515-545(1981).

[6]C. Bernardi, Y. Maday and B. Metivet, Spectralap-

aratepapertogetherwith illustrativeexamples[45].

proximation of the periodic-nonperiodicNavier-Stokes

Future work will focuson improvingthe preconditioning
of the interface system; this part seemsto be the weakest

equations,Numer. Math., õ1, pp. 655-700 (1987).

partoftheproposed
algorithms,
inparticular,
formeshes[7]C. Bernardi, Y.
with large subdomainaspect ratios. It would also be interesting to try other types of Schwarz algorithms, such
as the the additive or multiplicative Schwarz algorithms

includingoverlap[15, 22]. In terms of new application

Maday and A.T. Patera, A new nonconforming approach to domain decomposition;the

mortar element method, Publications du Laboratoire
D'Analyse Numerique, Universite Pierre et Marie

Curie,No. R 89027(1990).

areas we plan to extend the current algorithms to solve

P.E. Bjerstad, and O.B. Widlund, Iterative methods
unsteady
problems,
thus
allowing
forfully
implicit
time [8]for
the solution of elliptic problems on regionsparti-

stepping procedures.
In order to better understand the proposed solution
methods, as well as to suggestfurther improvements,we

hopethatthealgorithms
andthenumerical
results
that

we have presentedin this paper will be followedup with a
theoretical analysis.
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